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This great big, 17" x 22" blotter calendar has space for everything, even space for "notes" on each

page. Nice uncoated paper for easy writing. Can also be hung on the wall. Â "Remember to take

good care of the minutes and hours ~ the years will take care of themselves." That's the message

Susan Branch relates in all of her yearly calendars -- which she has hand-written and watercolored

and filled with quotes, recipes and ideas to make home a little bit sweeter each season. Â Coming

soon, a new book,Â The Fairy Tale GirlÂ by Susan Branch. Â Read more about it on Susan's

website and watch this space!
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This is the second year I have ordered Susan Branch's desk calendar and I absolutely love it. The

artwork is quaint and cheerful. Each page is made of nice thick paper. The calendar boxes are big

enough to write in. There is a nice space for notes and in the corner there is a 12 month calendar,

which I really like instead of just having the month before and after listed.I am not a super

artsy-crafty person, but would love to use some of the artwork after finished with the calendar. If you

have any ideas of what you could do, please post a comment below.

I love this calendar! I buy a new calendar every year to hang in my kitchen so I can keep track of my

kids activities. This is by far my favorite. The paper is extra thick like cardstock. It is very well made.

I would recommend this to anyone looking for something cute and fun. I love the quotes on each



month. The border at the top is part of each individual page so it comes off clean.

Love this calendar, it's perfect to have in front of me when I'm super busy and need to know just

what I'm doing day to day. It's whimsical, so it gives me pleasure in seeing what each months

artistic presentation will bring me. I will be a continuous purchaser of this style calendar! Absolutely

adorable and colorful!

I bought this for our daughter, who is an activities director at a medical facility. She hangs it on the

wall of the dining/activity hall, using it to post future activities. The watercolor images are chock-full

of everything delightful and heart-felt. It's a winner!

Great calendar - keeps the family organized - it is a wonderful on the counter - brings a smile to my

face with the drawings and sayings. Susan Branch is a wonderful person for the way she creates

joy and peace...

I haven't opened the blotter yet - I'm protecting it until the new year - but it is on my computer desk.

All the thumbnails are lovely and Susan's creations are always special, so I'm looking forward to

January!

The paper is high quality; the artwork is beautiful. I love seeing this calendar on my desk. I just

ordered my calendar for 2017 although it's not released until August 2016; I wanted to make sure I

got one.

You just can't beat the card stock quality paper these are made with. So that means no rolling

corners and ink bleeds.The pages still look good when the next month rolls around. Very pleased!
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